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Introduction
The 16th Scottish Mental Health Arts Festival (SMHAF) took place from 4-24
May 2022. It featured around 180 events taking place across Scotland and online,
reaching estimated audiences of over 12,500 people.
The annual festival is led by the Mental Health Foundation, with support from
partner organisations from across Scotland. It aims to support the arts, explore
how engagement in the arts can help to prevent mental health problems, and
challenge preconceived ideas about mental health.
The theme for SMHAF 2022 was Gather. This was chosen to recognise how vital
bringing people together is to our work. We use the arts to connect communities,
reduce social isolation, and challenge mental health stigma. After two years
disrupted by Covid-19, we wanted to explore what it means for people to come
together in person, how sharing a space can influence our mental health and our
experience of art, and how we can gather – physically or virtually – in ways that are
truly inclusive.
The programme brought together diverse voices and communities who explore
mental health through the arts, emphasising that mental health is something
that we all have and experience in different ways. It featured artworks,
films, performances and discussions designed to raise awareness and start
conversations about mental health, addressing wide-ranging intersectional
issues including trauma, poverty, migration, austerity, neurodivergence, gender,
parenthood, racism, and loneliness.
The festival showcased creative projects by artists with lived experience of mental
health problems, alongside work highlighting important preventative initiatives
in Scotland and around the world. Its community-led programming provided
opportunities for people in 16 regions across Scotland to engage in live and online
events, participatory workshops and activities aimed at supporting wellbeing,
developing understanding and building connections.
SMHAF 2022 was supported by national partners Creative Scotland, Thrive
Edinburgh, Edinburgh Health & Social Care Partnership, the Baring Foundation,
See Me Scotland, NHS Greater Glasgow & Clyde, media partner The List, and
design partner Ilka.
We would like to thank all our partners for their ongoing support, as well as
everyone else who has made the festival possible through their hard work,
dedication and creativity.
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Audience at Gathering at the CCA.
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Festival Highlights
Gathering
The festival opened with Gathering, a full day multi-arts programme at the CCA
in Glasgow with film screenings, discussions and live performances across three
sessions. Gathering was designed to celebrate bringing the SMHAF community
back together again while exploring how we can gather in a more inclusive way.
The day engaged a live audience of 150 people.
The headline event, Gathering on Stage, showcased work we commissioned and
supported during two years of lockdown. It featured live music by two artists we
worked with on our 2021 My Normality commissions, singer-songwriter Djana
Gabrielle and music and spoken word duo 2 Stoned Birds. Skye Loneragan
performed an extract from her show Though This Be Madness, which was
developed into a web series during the pandemic and is touring throughout this
year as part of the SMHAF programme. There were also premieres of short films
created for this year’s Gather commissions by writer Catherine Grosvenor and
artist duo Bibo & Brian Keeley.
Gathering on Stage concluded with the premiere of A Way From Rage, a recording
and short film created as a tribute to the late Beldina Odenyo Onassis, also
known as Heir of the Cursed. Kathryn Joseph recorded a cover version of the
song, originally written by Beldina to mark the Mental Health Foundation’s 70th
anniversary in 2019. Filmmakers Adura Onashile and Laura Cameron-Lewis
collaborated on a film to accompany the recording, shot in Uig on the Isle of Lewis.
The song was also released as a download, with proceeds supporting the Mental
Health Foundation’s arts and mental health projects in Scotland.
Earlier in the day, Gathering on Film featured a curated selection of short films
exploring connection and wellbeing, including work created to showcase local
community-based projects that inspired hope during the pandemic. The postscreening discussion was attended by animator Ana Songel and director and
actor Annmarie Strain, presenting their films I Miss Hugs and A View Fae the
Windae. This latter film was created by participants from Glasgow-based charity In
Cahootz’s Creative Citizens group, who also contributed to the Q&A.
Gathering also hosted the first in-person event as part of our Mental Health Arts
Network project, supported by the Baring Foundation. Three artists selected for
our ‘Gather’ commissions, Jo Chukualim, Bibo & Brian Keeley and Drew TaylorWilson, discussed how we should gather after lockdown, considering how issues
such as prejudice, illness and anxiety affect our ability to gather.
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This event built on a series of online conversations from the Mental Health Arts
Network, aimed at engaging artists and members of the public in issues relating
to the arts and mental health. They explored how we should talk about suicide
through art, how we should safeguard our mental health while making art about
mental health, and why black and people of colour don’t talk more about mental
health, in collaboration with We Are Here Scotland.
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Guests involved in the discussions included Mariem Omari, artistic director of Bijli
Paragraph
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Productions,
Rory
O’Connor, Professor of Health Psychology at the University
of Glasgow, Rebecca Day, film producer and founder of Film in Mind, comedian
Juliette Burton, and rap artist Jubemi Iyiku, also known as Bemz.

Regional Gatherings
We also supported a series of regional gatherings to coincide with the opening
day of the festival. In Edinburgh & Lothian, the Thrive Launch at the Scottish
Storytelling Centre featured a showcase of artists participating in local events
during the festival and a short film screening. In Ayrshire, The Big Gather took
place on Ardrossan South Beach, with drumming, sand art and physical activity,
and in the Highlands, the opening event at Eden Court showcased the local
programme and the Gathering of Story-Art exhibition.

2 Stoned Birds’ Eilidh Morris, performing at Gathering
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International Film Awards
The International Film Awards returned as a live event for the first time since 2019.
The annual ceremony celebrates and promotes work that engages creatively
with diverse issues relating to mental health, sparking conversations, developing
understanding and challenging stigma.
Hosted by filmmaker and theatre-maker Adura Onashile, the ceremony at the
CCA in Glasgow was attended by the filmmakers behind all nine of this year’s
award-winning titles. Reaching a strong and engaged audience, it was a moving
and powerful evening, which saw directors, producers and participants speaking
passionately about their work and its relation to mental health.
Highlights included speeches made by Human Rights award-winner Michelle
Jones, whose short drama Uncle explores the death of her uncle Kenneth Severin
in police custody; Virginija Vareikytė and Maxì Dejoie, co-directors of Feature
Documentary winner I’ll Stand By You, which raises awareness about suicide
prevention in rural Lithuania; and Luciën Hens, a key participant in Vincent
Sparreboom‘s Short Documentary winner At the Feet of My Mother, speaking
about his lived experience of trauma.
Announced on the night, the Grand Jury Prize went to Too Rough, directed
by Glasgow-based writer, poet, musician and filmmaker Sean Lìonadh. The
short drama, based partly on the director’s own experiences, offers a raw and
uncompromising insight into the reality of growing up in a traumatic environment
and the impact this can have on our mental health.
All the award-winning films were screened at the venue over the following two
days, with Q&As involving the filmmakers and invited guests.
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International Film Awards

Award Winners
ANIMATION
On the Surface, Fan Sissoko, Iceland
ANTI-STIGMA
Nice to Meet You All, Guen Murroni,
United Kingdom
CARE
A La Folie, Léa Luiz de Oliveira, France
EXPERIMENTAL
Prosopagnosia, Steven Fraser, Scotland
FEATURE DOCUMENTARY
I’ll Stand By You, Virginija Vareikyte and
Maximilien Dejoie, Lithuania

Adura Onashile

HUMAN RIGHTS
Uncle, Michelle Jones, United Kingdom
SHORT DOCUMENTARY
At the Feet of My Mother, Vincent
Sparreboom, Netherlands
SHORT DRAMA & GRAND JURY PRIZE
Too Rough, Sean Lìonadh, Scotland
VOICES OF EXPERIENCE
Killing Myself Laughing, Maria Viola
Craig, Scotland

International Film Awards reception at the CCA
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Film Programme
Curated from submissions to the International Film Awards, our film programme
took place at the CCA and Glasgow Film Theatre from 12-15 May. It featured
12 live screenings with Q&As, an embodied filmmaking workshop led by Imprint
Documentary Collective, and a virtual Filmmakers in Conversation event in
partnership with Scottish Documentary Institute.
This year, we delivered our most accessible live programme to date, with Pay
What You Can tickets (FREE to £8) and SDH captions provided for all screenings,
and BSL interpretation provided for the International Film Awards and selected
discussions.
Feature highlights included the Scottish premiere of Charm Circle, Nira Burstein’s
debut feature documentary about her family history of mental illness, the UK
premiere of I’ll Stand By You, highlighting a unique rural suicide prevention initiative
in Lithuania, and the Scottish premiere of Wood and Water, which screened at the
GFT.
Short film programmes were curated to highlight contemporary issues affecting
people’s mental health, aiming to raise awareness, empower audiences to support
their wellbeing, and inspire empathy and action in their everyday lives.
Among the shorts, the most powerful screenings included Beautiful Minds, which
explored people’s experiences of living with psychosis and dissociation. The postscreening discussion involved Guen Murroni, director of Nice to Meet You All, and
two participants from Ingrid Kamerling’s documentary Blue Monday, Iya and Jerry,
who both have lived experience of psychosis.
Who Cares? also featured an emotive Q&A, chaired by journalist Eilidh Akilade.
Panellists included Michelle Jones, director of Uncle, and Léa Luiz de Oliveira,
director of A La Folie. Both spoke passionately about the impact that mental illness
has had on young people in their own families, and the urgent need to provide
greater social support for young people experiencing mental health problems and
those who care for them.
There was also a wealth of Scottish talent represented across the film programme.
The Made in Scotland shorts showcased some of the best of this, featuring work
by filmmakers including Sean Lìonadh, Steven Fraser and Maryam Hamidi and
highlighting some of the most pressing issues affecting people’s mental health in
Scotland.
The programme reached total audiences of 424. This was reduced from our most
recent live programme in 2019, reflecting the smaller scale of the programme and
the challenges of rebuilding audiences after the disruption and uncertainty caused
by Covid-19.
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Writing Awards
The annual Writing Awards, held in partnership with Bipolar Scotland, returned for
their ninth year. Writers were invited to submit work exploring the theme of Gather
in relation to mental health across three categories: Fiction, Poetry and Creative
Non-Fiction.
There were around 150 entries to the competition, mainly from Scotland but also
from across the UK and around the world. The jury, including representatives from
the Mental Health Foundation and Bipolar Scotland and writer and researcher
Niamh Gordon, selected 11 writers for the shortlist and an overall winner in each
category.
The Writing Awards took place as a live event, returning to St George’s Tron
Church in Glasgow. It was hosted by acclaimed author Catherine Simpson, whose
work frequently explores themes connected to mental health, including in memoirs
One Body and When I Had a Little Sister. The event also featured a short set by
singer-songwriter Kathryn Joseph, which included a first live public performance
of her cover version of A Way From Rage (see p4).
The winning and shortlisted entries were published in a book, produced in print
and digitally, which was designed and illustrated by Molly Porteus. Copies were
given to writers and audience members in attendance at the event, and the digital
version is available to read online on the SMHAF website.
The evening concluded with an announcement of the award winners, followed by
a drinks reception. The overall winner was Eilidh Morris with The Other Side of
the Door, an autobiographical piece which reflects on their childhood experiences
after being diagnosed with autism as an adult. New Zealand-born writer Mia
Farlane won in the fiction category with Like Minded People, a short story about
experiencing anxiety at a gallery opening. First-time writer Iona Bowden won in the
poetry category with 239 Screenshots, which addresses emotional abuse.
Shortlisted pieces ranged from a lockdown-inspired haiku to personal accounts
of experiencing psychosis, visiting a therapist, and supporting a loved one after a
suicide attempt. Overall, the collection explores the theme of Gather and mental
health in engaging, innovative and unexpected ways.
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Published Writing
Creative Non-Fiction
Lindsay Johnstone, ‘Carapace’; Bernadette Maybanks, ‘I Don’t Know Why’; Eilidh
Morris, ‘The Other Side of the Door’; Angela Wright, ‘Three Hundred Miles’
Fiction
Isla Blackley, ‘Lighting the Way’; Mia Farlane, ‘Like Minded People’; Tom Newlands,
‘Home’; Christopher Queen, ‘Convening the Parliament’
POETRY
Iona Bowden, ‘239 Screenshots’; Cailean McBride, ‘Comparing Hands’; Donal
McLaughlin, ‘end-of-lockdown haiku’

Catherine Simpson

Kathryn Joseph

Writing Workshops
Alongside the writing awards ceremony, we hosted a series of workshops to
support people of all abilities to develop their skills and learn from experienced
writers.
These included an in-person Writers’ Café, facilitated by author and mental health
campaigner Graham Morgan, and a series of online writing workshops based
on the competition categories, led by author and illustrator Debi Gliori, author
Catherine Simpson, and poet, theatre-maker and educator Leyla Josephine.
The workshops were all fully booked and free to attend, engaging 69 participants
in total.
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Theatre Programme
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All Of Me

All Of Me (the possibility of future splendour) was the winner of the 2019 Mental
Health Fringe Award, presented by the Mental Health Foundation. The award
recognises
the Edinburgh
Fringe show that most compellingly explores the subject
Paragraph
Text
of mental health. Written and performed by Caroline Horton, the show is based
on her lived experience of depression and recovery. It is an intimate and absurd
exploration of wanting to live, wanting to die and what can happen if we sit
together with the dark.
Postponed for two years due to the pandemic, All Of Me was the headline theatre
show in our 2022 programme, with a three-night run in the Tron Theatre’s main
auditorium. It reached overall audiences of 223 and was reviewed positively in The
Skinny and The Scotsman. Critic Joyce McMillan described it as “a highly-wrought
and extremely complex journey into the underworld of mental distress”.
“I have been really really keen to complicate the ideas around recovery,
especially in relation to mental health. And I believe it more the older I get that I
can hold a big darkness and a big light at the same time and that that is ok.”
Caroline Horton, Writer and Performer, All Of Me

One Mississippi
One Mississippi from Bijli Productions, in association with Platform, toured to eight
venues across Scotland as part of our 2022 programme. Selected dates featured
post-show Q&As and BSL interpretation. The show, written by Mariem Omari
and directed by Mark Jeary-Fairbairn, had its premiere at SMHAF 2017 and was
originally due to tour in 2020. Overall, the tour reached audiences of 354.
One Mississippi is a hard-hitting verbatim play that explores how the impact of
childhood experiences shape men’s adult lives, and the journey it takes them
on. Blending humour and storytelling with powerful elements of physical theatre,
it is an uncompromising insight into what takes us to breaking point. It deals
with complex issues including childhood trauma and suicide with sensitivity and
authenticity.
“We are portraying real men’s stories, which in a way has made it easier to
explore on stage, because we are not projecting anything on to them. It is their
truth.”
Mariem Omari, Writer, One Mississippi
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Though This Be Madness
Skye Loneragan’s tour of Though This Be Madness was also postponed due to the
pandemic. The show tells a powerful, poignant and funny story about a recovering
mum who is attempting to tell many tales of sisterhood struggles with mental
health in the midst of constant interruptions from her new-born baby. With support
from SMHAF, it was made into a web series during lockdown, and the live version
toured to venues across Scotland as part of this year’s programme.
In keeping with the subject matter and to support caring responsibilities, Though
This Be Madness had a slow tour, with one or two dates per month. It aimed
to be accessible to new parents by including a series of daytime babe-in-arms
performances alongside the main evening performances. Selected dates also
included BSL interpretation.
Overall, the show toured to seven venues between February and July, reaching
audiences of 113.
“I think the meaning of the show has somehow come full circle, almost dug itself
deeper for me since I last performed it live.”
Skye Loneragan, Writer and Performer, Though This Be Madness
Though This Be Madness

The White Chip
The Necessary Space presented the UK premiere in the form of a reading of Sean
Daniels’ hilarious, uplifting and honest rollercoaster ride through the minefields of
addiction in the world of theatre.
The show had dates at the Tron Theatre in Glasgow and the Traverse Theatre in
Edinburgh, which included a powerful post-show discussion enabling people with
lived experience of addiction to share their own recovery journey.
“This kind of theatre work can help to break the isolation of those increasingly
excluded from society, by their own illness and pain.”
Joyce McMillan, Review in The Scotsman
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Community Programme
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Moving Minds

Moving Minds was a multi-arts event to bring together the refugee and asylum
seeker community together in a celebration of storytelling and community. The
eventParagraph
took placeText
at the Glad Café in Glasgow on a Saturday afternoon, ensuring it
was accessible to families, and was attended by 41 people. Before the pandemic,
Moving Minds had been an annual event at SMHAF led by VOX Scotland, which
also placed a strong focus on diversity, community and wellbeing.
This year’s event was produced by Halina Rifai, a broadcaster and mental health
advocate. The programme featured photography, dance, music, poetry and more,
alongside a free vegan buffet. Performers included Hidden Rhythms, a collective of
female poets, songwriters and playwrights including asylum seekers and refugees,
and contributors to Maryhill Integration Network’s poetry booklet In Her Shoes.
The event also showcased creative work produced through the Mental Health
Foundation‘s programmes supporting refugees and asylum seekers, including
photography and a short film.

Images: Left: Performer from Maryhill Integration Network; Top Right: Hidden
Rhythms; Bottom Right: Vegan Buffet. Credit: Erin Catherine Mackenzie.
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Regional Programmes
This year’s festival featured substantial regional programmes in six areas of
Scotland: Glasgow, Edinburgh & Lothian, Lanarkshire, Renfrewshire, Ayrshire
and the Highlands. There were also touring shows and one-off events in nine
other regions, including Dundee, the Borders and Dumfries & Galloway, ensuring
the festival reached audiences across the country. Regional programmes are
developed and managed directly by local planning groups, organisations and
independent artists, ensuring that each area has a distinct identity within the wider
festival programme.
The Edinburgh & Lothian programme is co-ordinated by festival partners Thrive
Edinburgh and CAPS Independent Advocacy. Local highlights included: We Are
What We Overcome, a preview of the upcoming Edinburgh Fringe show by Matt
McGuinness exploring one man’s journey to good mental health by performing
unprepared at the world’s greatest arts festival; the Thrive Gathering, an afternoon
of art and creativity in a local park to bring the community together; Mad Jam:
Open Mic, the live return of this friendly, inclusive event run by and for people
with lived experience of mental health issues; and LGBTQ+ Film Afternoon: Rebel
Dykes, an oral history workshop and screening celebrating Siobhan Fahey’s
rabble-rousing documentary, including a Q&A.
Glasgow hosted the festival’s most high profile events, including International Film
Awards, Writing Awards, and All Of Me. Further highlights included the Paragon
Gathering at the Glad Café, an evening of music, dance and poetry reflecting on
mental health, stigma, recovery, and creativity led by Paragon Music, and You’re
On Mute, a selection of films created with rural Scottish communities during
lockdown, hosted by Public Health Scotland.
In Lanarkshire, the focus was on participatory workshops, ranging from Clydesdale
Picture Gathering, a series of photography walks to capture the beauty of the
everyday in the local area, Slow Stitching, Sashiko Style, a Japanese-inspired
embroidery workshop, and Young at Heart, a series of dance workshops aimed
at older people across Lanarkshire. Gather Thigither was a performance event by
Fool On, featuring live music and comedy, with support from other mental health
support groups in Cumbernauld.
In Renfrewshire, highlights included Sma’sh Hits Showcase: SMHAF Special, an
evening of songwriting and special performances with a focus on gathering, an
Upcycled Bag Making workshop led by RAMH, and a well-attended Community
Labyrinth Launch, hosted by STAR Project.
In Ayrshire, participants from North Ayrshire Wellbeing & Recovery College
delivered a series of events, including the North Ayrshire Wellbeing Film Festival,
a full day of workshops and screenings, photography and oil painting workshops,
and a series of community events exploring positivity and wellbeing.
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In the Highlands, the main event was A Gathering of Story-Art, the annual
collaborative exhibition showcasing work by Creativity in Care, Rag Tag n Textile,
Birchwood Highland and High Life Highland. There were also outdoor creative
workshops and a screening of Tim Barrow’s independent Scottish feature Riptide
at the Highland Cinema in Fort William, which also toured to Oban, Findhorn and
Stirling.
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Further in-person events included Inspiring Life Day, led by Inspiring Life: Evie
Paragraph
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Douglas
Memorial
Fund, invoving creative workshops and performances at
Eastgate Arts Centre in the Borders, and Re-Connect, an exhibtion by participants
from Artlink Central at Forth Valley Royal Hospital, exploring the theme of Gather.
There were also free online events hosted by artists and communities across
Scotland, ranging from participatory workshops to exhibitions and short film
screenings. These included Make Room for Art, a new exhibition showcasing work
from Art in Healthcare’s social prescribing programme, Picturing My Story, a digital
storytelling event from Patient Voices and the University of Edinburgh, The Story
of a Tree, two short films created by patients and staff at Leverndale Hospital, and
Create and Connect: Online Creative Gathering, led by therapeutic arts charity
Bazooka Arts. There was also an opportunity to hear a talk from US-based autistic
artist Rachel Storey-Chase, in an event hosted by NHS Lanarkshire and Bazooka
Arts.

Community Images: Top: The Big Gather; Stride Dance Group at Inspiring Life. Bottom: Pebble
Art at Thrive Gathering; Participants at Re-Connect exhibition at Forth Valley Royal Hospital.
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Artist Commissions
Gather
Since 2020, we have commissioned artists to create new work for online
exhibition. This has opened up opportunities for artists that we had not previously
worked with to engage with the festival and develop new work exploring its
themes. The festival programme has been enriched by their work and wisdom, and
we decided to continue offering these commissions as we made the transition into
a post-pandemic world.
This year’s commission invited artists to create new work exploring the theme
of Gather, with a £600 fee. It asked artists, particularly those who have felt
maginalised or excluded from live gatherings, to respond to the idea of what it
means to gather after two years of social distancing.
Five artists were commissioned for this project: Jo Chukualim, Esther Rutter,
Catherine Grosvenor, Drew Taylor-Wilson, and artist duo Bibo and Brian Keeley.
Their work included photography, short films, and a downloadable knitting pattern,
which can all be accessed via the SMHAF website.
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Bibo and Brian Keeley: Aware
Bibo and Brian Keeley make work rooted in the shared experiences of Brian’s
critical illness and heart transplant in 2013, and the impact this continues to
haveParagraph
on their lives.
TextTheir short performance-based moving image work, Aware,
explores themes of presence and absence, as well as belonging and exclusion.
Drawing parallels between the fragility of life through personal experience and
wider environmental and ecological contexts, the film reflects on the artists’
disorientation at a time when gatherings are being re-normalised in ways they feel
excluded from.
“Brian’s vital medications suppress the immune system to prevent organ
rejection. But this leaves the body vulnerable to infections which for most
people may be insignificant but for him could lead to life-threatening
complications. This became more acute during the Covid-19 pandemic and
was further increased after the introduction of vaccines because the powerful
immuno-suppressing medications also inhibit the efficacy of the vaccines.
So, with potentially little or no protection from Covid-19, despite having
four vaccination doses, there is no end in sight for those who are immunocompromised. To avoid putting Brian at risk, both of us continue to observe very
strict Covid-19 safety measures which increases our sense of marginalisation
and isolation.”

Catherine Grosvenor: Wilderness
Catherine Grosvenor is a part-time writer and full-time parent, based in southwest Scotland. She created a short film, Wilderness, exploring her shifting ideas
about the countryside and the positive and negative effects it has had on her
mental health.
“Many people think of the countryside as a place of peace and refuge. But it can
also be isolating, harsh and unforgiving. When I moved here a few years ago,
I became badly depressed. But as well as the isolation, the nature here has its
own kind of gatherings to offer - of rooks, of trees, of spring flowers. I’ve come
to find comfort in these things. The countryside also gives me space to gather
myself - my thoughts, my courage, my strength - as I try and find the right
balance of solitude and company for myself. I hope my piece will be gentle, kind
and encouraging for others who may be going through difficult times.”

Drew Taylor-Wilson: Gather
Drew Taylor-Wilson is a writer, director and producer for screen and theatre, and a
co-director of Sanctuary Queer Arts. They have created a short visual film called
Gather with poetic text about what it means to gather in safe spaces when those
Image Credit
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spaces are under threat, inaccessible or closed due to lockdown.
“The mental health of queer people during this period of isolation dipped
horribly and I count myself within that demographic. My film looks at what it
means to gather, the safety you feel gathering in queer-centric places, and the
impact the pandemic has had when these spaces to gather were closed, when
they presented absolutely vital sanctuaries in such a dark time.”

Esther Rutter: Gather Mitts
Esther Rutter is a writer, knitting historian and knitwear designer based in Fife.
For this commission, Esther has designed a complete, illustrated and graded
knitting pattern for Gather Mitts, including information on the context and history
of knitting techniques used and practical guidance for making the garment. The
pattern is free for anyone to download and remains available for use after the
festival.
“To knit’ means ‘to bring together’, and as a writer and knitwear designer I
am fascinated by the ways knitting not only builds communities, but is an
accessible and widely practiced art form that has a two-hundred-year history
of being used therapeutically in the treatment of mental illness. My knitwear
design is informed by my experience of being mentally unwell – which included
being sectioned in a Japanese psychiatric hospital – and therefore reflects both
the knitting heritage of Scotland and the unique material culture of Japan.”

Jo Chukualim: Shadow Work
Jo Chukualim is an artist whose work interrogates the idea of identity and its
connection with psychology and mental health. Photography is her most efficient
way of vividly communicating her experiences and perspectives as a means of
catharsis, providing others with a starting point to engage in otherwise difficult
conversations about mental health.
“Shadow Work is a visual exploration of both the safety and anxiety felt when
gathering in different spaces. In recent years, I experienced more intensely what
it meant to show up as someone from a marginalised group. In 2022, whilst
parts of our society are ready to take their first steps outside, some of us are
more reluctant to return to ‘normal.’ As a community we have a lot of inequalities
to work through. Before we can all gather safely and come as we are, we need
to confront our proverbial shadows.”
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Community Commissions
Three new Community Commissions, supported by the Baring Foundation, invited
artists to work with their local communities to explore mental health issues. The
selected artists developed their projects alongside participants in the months
before the festival and were supported to exhibit a selection of the creative work
to local audiences.

Selected Projects
Robyn Woolston: Art Safari Highland
Robyn Woolston is a visual artist who works across installation, photography,
moving image and print, often working in non-gallery spaces, across community
settings and within archives or sites of listed significance. Robyn worked with rural
communities to create Art Safari Highland, a programme that provides a flexible
space to experiment with new materials, explore new contexts and learn new skills.
Participants worked to create a series of paintings representing an A-Z of Mental
Health. Work from the project was exhibited at Highland Folk Museum during May,
alongside personal reflections, anecdotes and advice from the participants. It was
also collected in a printed pamphlet and made available online.

Elaine Connell: On the Sidelines
Elaine Connell is a midwife at NHS Lanarkshire who works with Maternal Mental
Health Scotland to raise awareness of perinatal mental health through creative
projects. On the Sidelines explored the experiences of new dads in Scotland
as they navigated the journey into parenthood during an unprecedented global
pandemic. Using various creative methods, it provided a platform for conversations
and raised awareness about dads’ mental health, and the importance of supporting
the whole family. Work from On the Sidelines was exhibited at New Glasgow
Society East for one weekend in May. It included creative writing, photography,
digital art and printmaking produced by new fathers over the course of the project.

Ross MacKay: Caring Duets
Ross MacKay is a Fife-based writer and theatre-maker who has worked as a
director, puppeteer and magician, as well as co-founder and artistic director of
theatre company Tortoise in a Nutshell. From October 2021 to June 2022, Ross
worked with couples who are also registered carers, for each other or for their
children, to create a series of collaborative mixed media pieces exploring and
documenting their experiences. Work from Caring Duets is available to view on the
SMHAF website.
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An A-Z of Mental Health,
Image
displayed
Credit at Highland Folk Muscuem. Credit: Robyn Woolston.
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Festival Reach and
Engagement
Press and Media Coverage
Media coverage in the Scottish and UK media helped to raise awareness of the
festival and the work it does to address mental health issues through the arts. To
mark Mental Health Awareness Week, Gail Aldam, Arts and Events Manager at
the Mental Health Foundation, was interviewed by Chris Hawkins on BBC Radio
6 Music about SMHAF, music and mental health. The piece also featured Kathryn
Joseph’s recording of A Way From Rage. Kathryn Joseph was also interviewed
about the song on BBC Radio Scotland’s Afternoon Show.
There were a number of festival previews in the Scottish media, including in The
Scotsman, The Skinny, The List and Third Force News. The List and The Skinny
also published pieces which focused on the film programme. Other features
included an interview about Moving Minds in SNACK Magazine with event
producer Halina Rifai, and an interview with Skye Loneragan in The Sunday Post
about her Scottish tour of Though This Be Madness.
There were positive reviews of All Of Me in The Scotsman and The Skinny, The
White Chip in The Scotsman, Though This Be Madness in The National, and a
festival review in The Times. Local press coverage included pieces on communityled events in the Highlands in The Press and Journal, Lanarkshire in The Daily
Record, and Ayrshire in the Ardrossan & Saltcoats Herald.

Press Quotes
“It’s a celebration of storytelling, and storytelling underpins pretty much so many
things that we do. I think, particularly when you have to leave that family behind,
those communities, those countries, the one thing you can take with you is your
stories.”
Halina Rifai, Interview in SNACK Magazine
“Writer and performer Horton offers deep vulnerability as she addresses the raw
and dark reality of depression and suicidality. Horton also reminds herself and
the audience that, even in the midst of the deepest darkness, ways of coping
and maintaining hope still exist.”
All Of Me, review by Vanya Semerdjieva for The Skinny
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Online Engagement
Paragraph
Text
There
were 9,147
website users during April and May 2022. There were around
28,000 page views during this period. The website achieved peak audiences
during the online programme launch on Monday 11 April and the opening day on
Wednesday 4 May, highlighting the impact these events have in raising awareness
about the festival.
Paragraph Text
Social media is an important way audiences engage with the festival, enabling
access to news, booking links, photographs, videos and online events. In addition
to the data included here, many thousands more people engaged with the festival
online using channels managed by our partners and collaborators.

Heading

During April and May, our Facebook page @mentalhealtharts reached around
11,000 followers, an increase of 164 during this period. The Facebook page
had around 250,000 impressions and 5,500 engagements. The most popular
Facebook post was our programme announcement on Monday 11 April.
Instagram followers for @mhfestival increased to 3,100, an increase of 455
during this period. Instagram posts had around 56,000 impressions and 1,800
engagements. The most popular Instagram content included a video clip from our
collaboration with Kathryn Joseph, Adura Onashile, and Laura Cameron-Lewis,
and our programme announcement on Monday 11 April.
Twitter followers for @MH_Arts grew by 166 during April and May, reaching
around 6,900. During this time, Twitter posts had over 174,000 impressions and
over 1,300 engagements. The most popular Tweets again included news of our
collaboration with Kathryn Joseph, Adura Onashile, and Laura Cameron-Lewis and
our programme announcement, as well as an invitation to the SMHAF Gathering.

Adura Onashile in A Way From Rage.
Credit: Laura Cameron-Lewis
Image Credit and Adura Onashile.
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Impact and Learning
Heading
Gather
ering
Paragraph Text

It was evident throughout the
festival that artists, audiences and
Paragraph
Text the opportunity
contributors
valued
to attend SMHAF in-person again. As
most people felt comfortable sharing
a space
with others,
Paragraph
Text the theme of
Gather was well-received and felt
timely as we continued to emerge from
the pandemic.

Sub-Heading

“Feeling like we are part of a bigger
collective trying to convey important
messages about mental health to
audiences across Scotland. That’s
the ultimate goal.”
- Artist Feedback

“As a community we have
a lot of inequalities to
work through. Before we
can all gather safely and
come as we are, we need
to confront our proverbial
Supportive Space shadows.”
Supportive Space
Artists and filmmakers valued the
opportunity to engage directly with
live audiences, especially as many
had not done so since before the
pandemic, and audiences expressed
how much they enjoyed attending
events in person again. There was
a positive atmosphere and strong
sense of purpose at many of our
events, emphasising the importance
of bringing people together to raise
awareness about mental health and
instigate change.

Artists, contributors and audience
members were given the opportunity
to share their feedback through an
online form. From the responses, there
is a clear sense that SMHAF succeeds
in providing a welcoming and inclusive
space where people with lived
experience of mental health problems
can belong. It creates an opportunity
for people to be themselves without
being at risk of experiencing stigma.
The festival supports a unique creative
community and facilitates meaningful
engagement with mental health issues
among audience members.

“I had been on a long hiatus with my
work so the festival has helped fuel
my desire to create again.”
- Artist Feedback

“How fundamental things like this
are to the landscape. It takes things
outside of the box when we look
at creativity and mental health and
that in itself pushes boundaries.”
- Contributor Feedback

“This was a very positive experience
for me. I felt I was seen and heard,
as these days, many older people
are pushed into the shadows as
irrelevant. Such a pity as they often
have so much wisdom to share.”

Jo Chukualim
Artist
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- Artist Feedback
“As someone new to Scotland,
it was a wonderful window into
existing community and artistic
practice.”
- Audience Feedback

Image Credit
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Paragraph Text

Heading
Heading
“[SMHAF]
feels
like
something
Sub-Heading
Sub-Heading
I would have benefited from
being involved with a lot
sooner. A festival where
not only my kind of creative
expression fits, but where I
feel comfortable, welcome
and appreciated in my
contributions...In short, it has
made me feel valued as an
artist, and a person.”
Paragraph Text

Paragraph
Paragraph
Text
Text

Eilidh Morris
Artist
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Artists were particularly positive
about the way SMHAF engages
with them and their work. Several
respondents highlighted the financial,
administrative and emotional support
offered by the team which enables
them to contribute fully.
Drew Taylor-Wilson
and Jo Chukualim at
Gathering

“Usually, I feel a lot of pressure to
act like I can cope with daily life
and it felt really liberating not to
have to pretend any more. It was a
huge relief. And it was so nice to be
in a room with other people who I
knew also struggle to cope. Like I
belonged, and I was normal! Even
for one night!”
- Artist Feedback
“Seriously set good boundaries and
standards of what I would like from
a festival - and hopefully a lasting
relationship.”
- Artist Feedback
“The opportunities and support
afforded to me have made me
feel heard, understood and
encouraged - from the little things
like information-heavy emails to set
my mind at ease, to the big things
like giving us a platform to share our
collaborative self-expression!”
- Artist Feedback

Challenges
Marketing and outreach were
identified as the key challenges for the
festival in our evaluation. Responses
from the feedback suggested that
more resources should be allocated
to this area to ensure that all events
reach their potential audience and
that the festival continues to engage
people who do not normally attend
this type of arts event.

Challenges reach
“Take it to the streets - this is every
festival really - bring it out to people
who wouldn’t think of coming.”
- Artist Feedback
“[It] needs a bigger audience.”
- Audience Feedback

There were challenges in reaching
audiences outside major cities,
particularly where SMHAF does
not have established regional
programmes, and in reaching
28
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consistently strong audiences for busy
strands of the programme.
Paragraph
There
was also Text
variation in the
number of events programmed and
attendances in different areas of
Scotland, which represents an area for
development as we more beyond the
Paragraph
Text
disruption
caused
by the pandemic.

Heading

Digital and Physical
Spaces
In the post-pandemic landscape,
finding the right balance between live
and online programming will also be an
important consideration.
Our learning from the past three
festivals, which have involved different
proportions of online activity in rapidly
changing circumstances, has shown
how important it is that SMHAF
remains accessible to people who
are not able to participate physically,
particularly when this is due to
physical or mental health problems.
The festival created opportunities for
artists to participate virtually where
they faced barriers to attending.
Most valued the opportunity to do so,
although others felt this did not reflect
the experience that they would have
had attending in person.
Exhibiting work online continues
to have the potential to reach new
audiences who are not otherwise able
to access events. However, limitations
to digital platforms and limited staff
time make it a challenge to deliver a
fully hybrid festival with events that
reach audiences on a large scale.
However, online platforms, such as
Zoom, remain effective and engaging
ways to host talks and creative
workshops, enabling people from
across Scotland and further afield to
participate.
Image Credit

“We were working three times as
hard to get engagement in regional
areas.”
- Artist Feedback

Digital and Physical ces
ces

“As we move into occupying both
digital and physical spaces, it would
be good to have a digital platform
that could display the work in a
myriad of ways to allow for more
flexibility.”
- Artist Feedback
“We were very appreciative of the
inclusive nature of the festival.
For example, we were able to
participate remotely in a panel
discussion, and this we would
not have been accessible to us
otherwise.”
- Artist Feedback

Post-show reception at Gathering
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Audience at the Writing Awards
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Festival Partners
Thank you to everyone who made the Scottish Mental Health Arts Festival 2022
possible. The festival was led by the Mental Health Foundation and supported by
our national partners:

Stay Connected
If you have any questions about the Scottish Mental Health Arts Festival or would
like to get involved as an artist, organisation, supporter, participant or volunteer,
please get in touch using the contact details below.
The permanent arts team in Scotland are:
Gail Aldam
Arts and Events Manager
galdam@mentalhealth.org.uk
0141 226 9845
Rob Dickie
Arts and Festival Officer
rdickie@mentalhealth.org.uk
0141 226 9857
Andrew Eaton-Lewis
Arts Programme Officer
aeaton-lewis@mentalhealth.org.uk
0141 226 9840
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Mental Health Foundation Scotland,
McLellan Works, 1st Floor, Suites 1-4,
274 Sauchiehall Street, Glasgow G2 3EH
m 0141 572 0125
k smhaf@mentalhealth.org.uk
D @mh_arts | @mhfscot
Q @mhfestival | @mhfscot
K mhfestival.com | mentalhealth.org.uk
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